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											Ecotechnology NewsResearch Shows that New Electrode Coating Enhances Photovoltaic Cell Performance
										
										
																								
														
															Oct 28, 2021														
													
																									
														
															Katherine Blanton														
													
												Comment on Research Shows that New Electrode Coating Enhances Photovoltaic Cell Performance								        

										
																		        	
												A study done by scientists from King Abdullah University of Science & Technology has revealed that electrode coating can help to enhance the performance of organic photovoltaic cells. According to the researchers, the electrode coating that is just one molecule thick can outdo the leading and most common organic photovoltaic cells.

The study, which was led by Thomas Anthopoulos, has revealed that the single-molecule layer boosts the electrical charge into the electrode and this could lead to advanced devices that rely on organic molecules such as light-emitting diodes and photodetectors.

Generally, organic …

												        	
												        																    

														    											

																			

								

							

						

					

					

				

			

					
								
				
					
						
							
								
								    
								    	
											Ecotechnology NewsIs Production for Stand-Alone Energy and Clean Water Possible?
										
										
																								
														
															Oct 20, 2021														
													
																									
														
															Katherine Blanton														
													
												Comment on Is Production for Stand-Alone Energy and Clean Water Possible?								        

										
																		        	
												A company in Belgium, Blue Power Synergy, has been working on developing a stand-alone renewable energy system that will produce both electricity and clean water. To promote climate change, there is a demand for technologies that have no pollution. This is where renewable energy comes in handy since it is non-polluting and it can deliver energy and purified water.

Fossils resources are mostly used in remote locations as an energy source. However, a challenge with this type of energy production is that it is expensive and can impact the environment. For this reason, Blue Power Synergy began its research and development in 2016 to …

												        	
												        																    

														    											

																			

								

							

						

					

					

				

			

					
								
				
					
						
							
								
								    
								    	
											Ecotechnology NewsNextGenerationEU Green Bonds
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															Katherine Blanton														
													
												Comment on NextGenerationEU Green Bonds								        

										
																		        	
												The Commissioner of Budget and Administration at the European Commission, Johannes Hahn, said that the NextGenerationEU Green Bond framework will enable Europe to take a step forward on many levels.

During the press conference on the framework, Hahn said that the EU intends to give €250 billion in green bonds by 2026. He said that this will make the European Union the world’s largest green bond issuer and the global leader when it comes to sustainable finance.

The commissioner went ahead to say that the confirmation of their 2021 original funding plan shows that their planning and preparatory work is excellent. He also said that they will be launching an auctioning that will have a great impact on the EU capital markets and increase the attractiveness for EU borrowing…
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				Green EnergyTop Solar Distributors in Serbia

			
			
	           Jun 1, 2023 Katherine BlantonComment on Top Solar Distributors in Serbia	        

			
					        
					When we talk about countries that make up the global renewable energy market, Serbia is not left out. Like any other market, the solar power industry in Serbia has manufacturers, solar distributors, wholesalers, retailers, and consumers. All parties depend on each other to thrive and facilitate the production, sales, and consumption of solar energy products.

Our focus is the solar distributors in Serbia, and there’s much to know about them. Before we begin, let’s look at the energy situation and solar market in Serbia.

Where Does Serbia Get Its Energy From?

Serbia gets its energy from three sources, namely fossil fuels, hydro, and renewable energy sources. The main utility company …
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	           May 17, 2023 Katherine BlantonComment on Solar Panels Belgrade	        

			
					        
					The world is experiencing an energy revolution, and solar power is leading. People are increasingly using solar panels to harness energy from the sun, providing clean, renewable energy for households and businesses alike. In Belgrade, the capital of Serbia, solar panels use is on the rise. Just like in Ireland, trying to find competitive solar quotes is not an easy task. This article will explore the benefits of solar panels in Belgrade, providing insights into the current state of solar power and why it’s becoming more popular.

Current State of Solar Power in Belgrade…

						
				

					

	



	
			        
	            
	                	            
	        
			    
	    	
				Green EnergyDevelopment of Wind Turbines that are Innovative and Future-Facing

			
			
	           Oct 29, 2021 Katherine BlantonComment on Development of Wind Turbines that are Innovative and Future-Facing	        

			
					        
					American Wind Inc. is changing the thinking process when it comes to energy production by creating a distinguished wind turbine system. The company is focusing on a system that can deliver clean and safe renewable energy that both businesses and utilities can easily invest in.

They are looking to shift away from the tradition of larger wind turbines to smaller units with reduced coating and O & M costs.

Turbine Systems

There is no denying that American Wind’s turbine systems are unique and unlike what the market has ever seen. They knew too well that innovation had to take place to create a scalable effect. They …
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					The Commissioner of Budget and Administration at the European Commission, Johannes Hahn, said that the NextGenerationEU Green Bond framework will enable Europe to take a step forward on many levels.

During the press conference on the framework, Hahn said that the EU intends to give €250 billion in green bonds by 2026. He said that this will make the European Union the world’s largest green bond issuer and the global leader when it comes to sustainable finance.

The commissioner went ahead to say that the confirmation of their 2021 original funding plan shows that their planning and preparatory work is excellent. He also said that they will be launching an auctioning that will have a great impact on the EU capital markets and increase the attractiveness for EU borrowing…
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